
Fall Meeting Arlington, VA September 22 -26, 2018

Queen Amannisa 
Saturday, September 22  6:30PM 
Meet in the lobby                 6:00PM  
SCHC Host - Elizabeth Vancza

Never had Uighur food before? You’re not alone. In 
North America, only a handful of restaurants specialize 
in the cuisine, which descends from a nomadic band of 
Turks who settled in northwestern China. The northern 
Chinese character is immediately evident—the emphasis 
on stuffed buns and hand-cut noodles, the use of star 
anise and chilies—but then you dig into the minced 
meat with noodles. This place is sure to please! 
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Hotel Information

Arlington, VA 

Crystal Gateway Marriott  
1601 South Eads Street, 
Arlington, VA, 22202 
Phone: 1-703-920-3230 
Fax: 1-703-271-5212 

Ground Transportation 
The Crystal Gateway Marriott  
offers a complimentary shuttle  
from Reagan Washington  
National Airport, 6:05 am to  
11:00 pm. Pickup locations  
are the A Gates and Doors 5  
and 9, in the B and C  
Concourse Lower Level. 
To arrange shuttle call: 
(703) 920- 3230 

Estimated taxi/rideshare 
fare: $10-15 (one way) 
Subway service is also 
available, with lobby  
access to the Crystal City 
Metro stop via the  
Crystal City Shops. 

For More Information: 
Contact: SCHC Admin 
Phone:    703.658.9246 
Email:     info@schc.org

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/maps/upload/2017-System-Map.pdf
https://www.wmata.com/schedules/maps/upload/2017-System-Map.pdf
https://www.thecrystalcityshops.com/directory/map
https://www.wmata.com/schedules/maps/upload/2017-System-Map.pdf
https://www.wmata.com/schedules/maps/upload/2017-System-Map.pdf
https://www.thecrystalcityshops.com/directory/map
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Matchbox Pizza 

Sunday, September 23      6:30PM  
Meet in the lobby                 6:00PM  
SCHC Host  - Danielle Svestka

Bubbling thin-crust pizzas, local beer and a cool vibe 
have made us the neighborhood gathering place for a 
fun, friendly, casual dining experience any night of the 
week. But we’re so much more than that. They use only 
the freshest ingredients in an approachable way, and 
work with local partners to bring you a fun, unique 
selection of beers, broad spectrum wines, and 
handcrafted signature cocktails you won’t find 
anywhere else. 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Washington DC 
Monuments by 
Moonlight Tours 

See Washington DC's 
monuments by moonlight while 
aboard a trolley. Hear 
entertaining anecdotes and 
historical information from a 
guide on an evening tour.  Pass 
by Washington DC's most 
popular monuments and points 
of interest. See the FDR 
Memorial, the Lincoln Memorial, 
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, 
the Korean War Veterans 
Memorial and more. 

Tour Information 

Martin Luther King 
Jr. National Memorial 

Located in downtown 
Washington, D.C., the memorial 
honors Martin Luther King, Jr.'s 
legacy and the struggle for 
freedom, equality, and justice. 

www.nps.gov/mlkm 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Products-g30242-zfc12057-zfg11873-Arlington_Virginia.html
http://www.nps.gov/mlkm
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Products-g30242-zfc12057-zfg11873-Arlington_Virginia.html
http://www.nps.gov/mlkm
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Jaleo Crystal City Tapas Bar 

Monday, September 24    6:30PM 
Meet in the lobby                 6:00PM  
SCHC Host : Mary Rudolf

Imagined through the creative lens of Chef José Andrés and 
his team, Jaleo brings alive the spirit and flavors of Spain by 
showcasing the rich regional diversity of Spanish cuisine. 
Celebrating the traditional as well as the cutting-edge, Jaleo 
offers a taste of Spain in a festive, stylish, and casual 
atmosphere. 

At Jaleo, plates are designed to be shared. But these are not 
just any small plates. They’re the best authentically Spanish 
and local ingredients, simply prepared, and enjoyed with 
good friends and conversation. 
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Smithsonian National 
Museum of Natural 
History 

Established in 1910 and located 
on the National Mall, this 
prestigious museum, part of the 
Smithsonian Institution, holds the 
world's most extensive collection 
of natural history specimens and 
human artifacts including the 
remains of dinosaurs and tools 
used by early man. 
naturalhistory.si.edu 

US Holocaust 
Memorial Museum 

A living memorial to the 
Holocaust, the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum 
inspires citizens and leaders 
worldwide to confront hatred, 
prevent genocide, and promote 
human dignity.  

www.ushmm.org 

http://naturalhistory.si.edu
http://naturalhistory.si.edu

